Innovative technologies for professional tunnel maintenance

Tunnel washer

TWG 600-L
Mercedes-Benz Actros

MULAG Tunnel washer TWG 600-L
Great flexibility
High operating speed
Huge cleaning power
Innovative equipment

The easy and flexible way to service a tunnel
With the newly developed tunnel washer TWG 600-L, a
cleaning system has been provided that not only washes the
ceilings and walls of tunnel sections but also allows for
efficient cleaning of niches and road surfaces. It is equipped
with a powerful high-pressure water pump with an input of
100 kW. At its maximum delivery rate, it distributes the
contents of the large 13,500 litre tank in about 35 minutes.
The boom arm of the TWG 600-L can be extended up to
6 m to the side and 8.5 m in vertical direction; it is mounted
between the drivers cab and the water tank. The key
benefits of this arm design are the hydraulic lateral shift
of the boom system, as well as the telescope in the first
arm. All functions can be controlled hydraulically from the
operating panel in clear view of the operator.
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The three-section high-pressure spray bar with its maximum width of 3.6 m hydraulically adjusts to the contour
of the surface to be cleaned. As a special feature, it is
continually adjustable in all three axles. It flexibly cleans
walls, ceilings and the road surface adjacent to the vehicle,
as well as the tunnel lights. Ultrasonic sensors help the
operator to keep constant the distance between the
washing system and the surface to be cleaned. Each of the
three spray tubes can be switched on and off individually
and independently of the others. If necessary, the arm can
also be used for left-hand operation.

The three-section high-pressure road washing bar with a
maximum width of 5.1 m, likewise designed in three sections,
is attached at the front. The key feature of this device is the
central telescopic extension that can be moved forward by
1.4 m, giving the driver sitting in regular work position a
good view of this additional working attachment. The two
outside spray bars can be lifted by 0.35 m for optimum
sidewalk cleaning. Each of the three spray tubes of the road
washing bar can likewise be switched on and off individually
independent of the others. Furthermore, the entire frontmounted washing system offers a time-controlled automated
park-in function.
At the rear of the vehicle, a sewer flushing unit is mounted.
It is equipped with a hydraulically driven hose reel with 120m
of high-pressure hose. The hose reel has a 90 degree swivel
range, a continuous drive, and a meter counter to indicate
the length of uncoiled hose. The water pressure of 105 bar
at 230 l/min is powerful enough for demanding sewer
cleaning jobs. The device is entirely controlled via remote
control. The professional truck-mounted tunnel washer
furthermore offers a high-pressure hand lance mounted at
the rear of the vehicle, various boxes, storage compartments
and shelves for tools and accessories, as well as a radiocontrolled flashing LED arrow  an indispensable road safety
feature  and a rear-view camera.

An overview of the TWG 600-L
Road washing bar

Arm for washing ceilings, walls and niches
The hydraulic arm, mounted behind the driver's cabin, has the following
technical data:

Warning light system
A flashing arrow (e.g. LP 15/1) additionally draws the road users' attention to
the tunnel washer in action  this
significantly increases traffic safety!

- maximum range in horizontal direction : 6.0 m
- hydraulic telescope in the first arm:
1.0 m (adjustment range)
- hydraulic lateral shift of the boom system: 1.8 m (shifting range)
- can be used on the right and the left-hand side
- equipped with a hydraulic tool turning and inclining device

Optimised cabin
Extensive re-design and adaptation of the
standard cabin to the tunnel environment:
panorama glazing, ergonomic driver seat
adjustable in 3 axes, etc.

Positioned at the vehicle front, with the following technical data:
- three-section design
- attached to the front mounting plate
- 2.5 m base width + 2 x 1.3 m adjustable spray tubes
- each segment can be switched on individually
- the entire high pressure washing bar can be hydraulically shifted
forward by 1.4 m
- the lateral segments can be hydraulically lifted by 350 mm each
- hydraulic and additionally mechanical collision protection

neu
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Sewer flushing device

High-pressure lance

Water tank

Hydrostatic drive

Professional solution for intensive
cleaning of sewage ducts and drains
of tunnels.

Perfectly designed for manual cleaning
of niches and other inaccessible nooks
in the tunnel.

Water reservoir of 13,500 l for prolonged jobs and thus more efficiency when
cleaning long tunnels.

The hydrostatic drive designed by MULAG allows for a continuous speed change
from 0 - 10 km/h at forward and reverse travel. The automatic stop brake prevents
the vehicle from slowly rolling away when in hydrostat operation on a sloping
section of road.

Dimensions and range
High-pressure bar

approx. 2800

Washing brush

hydraulically adjustable lateral shift = 1800 mm
hydraulically adjustable telescopic arm = 1000 mm

Diagram of the ranges of the TWG 600-L with attached high-pressure bar

Diagram of the ranges of the TWG 600-L with attached washing brush

Side view

4500

Top view road washing bar

1450

approx. 12000

Dimensions and wheel base of the TWG 600-L

Diagram of the ranges of the road washing bar

MB-Actros 2046A (four-wheel chassis): wheel base 4,500 mm / 1,450 mm - V6 engine 335 KW / 456 HP
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Cleaning ceilings, walls and niches
Telescopic arm
Hydraulic lateral shifting
Flexible use
The hydraulic arm of the TWG600-L offers excellent flexi
bility for a wide range of cleaning requirements. The arm
has a telescopic extension of 1,000 mm as well as a lateral
shifting device that allows you to shift the entire boom
continuously up to 1800 mm diagonal to the direction of
travel. This provides for a horizontal lateral range of max.
6.0 m from the centre of the vehicle, and a vertical range
of 8.5 m from the road surface.
High-pressure spray bars or washing brushes can be at
tached to the quick-change device at the end of the boom.
Equipped with up to three hydraulic turning and swivelling
axes, the working implements can take almost every
position to ensure efficient, thorough cleaning of ceilings,
walls and niches. They are also suitable for cleaning lamps
and lights strips.
To this end, the areas to be washed are scanned contactfree by the ultrasonic sensors attached at the working
attachments for automatic guidance of the boom. Two
LED working lights at the front arm illuminate the areas
to be cleaned.
The boom can be used in right or the left-hand operation.
For a transport ride, the arm with the working attachment
is deposited on a parking frame above the water tank and
fastened mechanically.
Two multi-function joysticks at the operator seat in the
driver's cab allow comfortable, fatigue-proof operation of
the boom.
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High-pressure spray bar
on the boom
3-section high-pressure bar
turns/swivels around 3 axes
ultrasonic scanning

The three-section high-pressure spray bar has a base
width of 2.0 m and two late
ral spray tubes with a width
of 0.8 m each. The position
of the two lateral spray tu
bes is continuously adjus
table from the operating pa
nel by means of an hydraulic
mechanism so that the enti
re high-pressure spray bar
can be adapted to the shape
of the surface to be cleaned.
The high-pressure spray bar
has flat jet nozzles with ex
changeable nozzle mouth
pieces.
The water supply to each seg
ment can be individually swit
ched on and off.
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Application of washing brushes
2 brushes can be used simultaneously
for covering a large area
The washing brushes have a working width of 2.1 m and a hydraulic
drive integrated in the drive shaft. The reduction of the lateral overlap
to a minimum not only ensures excellent washing characteristics
but also simplifies cleaning in corners. The spray protection of the
washing brush is variably adjustable and of very compact design. A
low-pressure spray device is attached to the front of the brush for
moistening the tunnel wall.
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Road washing bar
hydr. telescopic shifting 1.4 m
segments can be switched on
and off individually
lateral parts height-adjustable
elastic bearing/collision protection

The road washing bar is attached to the vehicles front
mounting plate for efficient cleaning of road and sidewalk
surfaces. The three-section high-pressure spray bar has a
basic width of 2.5 m and two lateral spray tubes with a
width of 1.3 m each. To bring the high-pressure spray bar
in the driver's field of vision, the road washing bar has a
hydraulic telescopic extension of 1.4 m. The position of
the two lateral spray tubes is continuously adjustable
from the operating panel by means of a hydraulic mecha
nism to reach a total working width of up to 5.1 m; addi
tionally, they can be lifted by 350 mm each for cleaning
sidewalks or areas higher than road level. The entire highpressure spray bar can be swivelled forwards and back
wards by 30° each from the position diagonal to the
direction of travel to alternate the sides on which the
water jets exits. The water supply to each segment can
be switched on and off individually.

This development fo
cused on a highly flexible and yielding design
to prevent any damage
to the road washing bar
if the spray tubes colli
de with an obstacle or
get caught in some
object. Here, several spring-borne and rubber elements as
well as crash rollers act as protection and collision guard.
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In transport position, the entire road washing bar is folded
up hydraulically by means of an automated park-in func
tion and fastened close to the vehicle front to achieve a
very compact design.
The road washing bar is controlled via a compact operating
panel with ergonomic multi-function joystick and a display.
The road washing bar is equipped with high-quality LED
flashlights and two LED working lights. All water-carrying
parts are made of stainless steel.

Wall washing bar
hydraulic lateral shifting
swivels around the vertical axis
ultrasonic scanning
The three-section wall washing bar has spray tubes of 1.3
width each. Attached to the front mounting plate of the
vehicle, it allows easy cleaning of tunnel walls. The position
of all three spray tubes vis-à-vis each other can be adjusted
hydraulically. To bring the high-pressure spray bar into the
driver's field of vision, the wall washing bar has a mecha
nical swivel-out device that moves the high-pressure spray
bar until it protrudes up to 2.4 m in front of the front
mounting plate. The entire high-pressure spray bar can be
hydraulically rotated around its vertical axis so as to reach
corners and the frontal areas in niches and recesses.
The high-pressure spray bar is equipped with flat jet
nozzles with exchangeable nozzle mouthpieces. The dis
tance to the tunnel wall is scanned contact-free by the
ultrasonic sensors, allowing for automatic guiding of the
wall washing bar taking into account any change in the
distance to the tunnel wall.
The maximum horizontal extension is 2.8 m from the
vehicle centre. Thanks to the hydraulic lateral shift with a
range of 1.6 m, the wall washing bar can be perfectly
adapted to the surfaces to be cleaned. The wall washing
bar is effortlessly changed from right to left-hand operation.
For a transport ride, the wall washing bar is moved to its
park-in position to be integrated in the vehicle contour.
The wall washing bar is controlled by means of a compact
operating panel with an ergonomic multi-function joystick
and a display.
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Washing equipment
large 13,500 l water tank
electronic level measurement
GRP lightweight construction

The TWG 600-L has a water tank with a capacity of max.
13,500 l and is equipped with anti-sloshing baffles. The
tank is made of glass fibre reinforced plastic (GRP) which
considerably reduces the vehicle's own weight compared
to a steel tank, thus increasing its load capacity. Mounted
on an adapter frame with three-point bearing, the tank
is fastened free of distortion.
It is filled via a permanent coupling at both sides of the
vehicle (C-pipe connection). Connected to this pipe, the
tank is filled through a firehose directly from the hydrant.
A generously sized filter unit retains all coarse particles
during filling.
Electronic level indicators at the outside of the tank and
on the operating panel in the driver's cab constantly inform
the operator about the current water level in the tank.
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High-pressure system
Efficient high pressure pump
Intertank for filling with safety
switch-off function
Optimised water consumption

The heart of the TWG 600-L is a powerful three-plunger
pump with integrated transmission. This hydraulically
driven pump supplies a water flow rate of max. 390 l/min
at a maximum water pressure of 140 bars.
This allows efficient and effective execution of the most
demanding cleaning jobs.
The three-plunger pump takes the water in from a small
intertank through a suction filter. This ensures a permanent
supply of water to the high-pressure water pump, even
when the main water tank is almost empty or the vehicle
is parked aslope. Level sensors control this tank and auto
matically switch-off the high-pressure water pump when
the stored water has been used up. This provides for
optimum protection of the high-pressure water pump
against soiling and dry-running.
Via pneumatically controlled ball valves, the individual
water consumers can easily be switched on or off at the
respective operating element in the vehicle.
When additional water consumers are enabled, the highpressure water pump automatically switches back to
operation without flow during the activation/deactivation
process; this prevents pressure peaks in the system and
protects the components. Then, the pump independently
returns to the same water pressure as before the activation
of the additional consumer.
By means of the vehicle's pneumatic unit, the high pressure
water system can be completely emptied out in case of
pending frost damage.
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Carrier vehicle Mercedes-Benz Actros
Special refit of driver's cab
Ergonomical operator seat
Hydrostatic drive
Steered trailing axle

Design of the hydrostatic drive

To ensure optimum operator comfort, the rear section of
the serial driver's cab (based on the cab of the long-distance
truck) has been fully retrofitted for the TWG 600-L. Two
large panorama windows in the rear wall of the cab and
one window each in the rear side walls give the driver an
excellent view on the areas to be washed. All additional
windows are equipped with window wipers.
For the safety and comfort of the operator, the air-suspended operator seat has two armrests, a headrest and a lap
strap. The operator seat swivels by 180° and can be shifted
by 1000 mm in both longitudinal and lateral directions.
The control elements are fitted onto the armrests on both
sides and can be folded up. This ensures fatigue-proof, safe
working. LED working lights perfectly illuminate the wor
king areas.
For better manoeuvrability in narrow spaces and reduction
of wear on tyres, the vehicle can optionally be equipped with
an electro-hydraulically steered trailing axle. This gives it a
theoretical turning radius of only 19 m.
The Mercedes-Benz Actros four-wheel chassis is equipped
with a 6 cylinder engine with 335 KW / 456 PS. This classifies
the vehicle for pollutant category Euro 5 and the category
'low-noise vehicle'.
The hydrostatic drive designed by MULAG allows continuous
speed change from 0 - 10 km/h in forwards and reverse travel.
The automatic stop brake prevents the vehicle from slowly rolling
away on a sloping section of road when in hydrostatic mode.
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Sewer flushing device
Hose reel/120 m high pressure hose
Winch swivels 45° to the right/left
Control and regulation unit for
continuous drive

The sewer flushing device
is attached to a mounting
plate installed on the ve
hicle chassis at the rear of
the truck. By means of a lifting beam, it is easy and
quick to install and remove.
The sewer flushing device
has a hose reel with max.
120 m of high-pressure
hose. The reel can be swivelled out of the longitudinal axis
of the vehicle by 45° and fixed in this position. Continuous
reeling of the hose is ensured by a reeling device with
cross lead spindle and large automatic hose guiding panels.
The winch is driven by an infinitely variable hydraulic motor.
By means of a freewheeling function, the high-pressure
hose uncoils automatically under pressure into the sewage
duct. The pressure of maximum 105 bars and a supply of
230 l/min at the reeled-off end of the hose are powerful
enough for carrying out demanding sewer cleaning jobs.
A wide range of sewer cleaning nozzles can be used, for
example pointe nozzles or rotating vibration nozzles.
The sewer flushing device is controlled via an operating
panel on the unit, or optionally via remote control. On
request, it can be equipped with a meter counter that
indicates the uncoiled length of hose in metres at the
display of the operating unit. Powerful LED working lights
illuminate the sewer beneath the hose reel.
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Accessories/Features
Light warning unit with flashing arrow
High-pressure hand lance
Tool and material box
LED working lights
Reverse camera

MULAG Tunnel washer TWG 600-L

Rear view of the TWG 600-L in transport position

Folded-out road washing bar

Application of the high pressure spray bar at the tunnel wall

Systematic tunnel cleaning
The tunnel washer TWG 600-L by MULAG finds a common
denominator for all key aspects of tunnel cleaning: Optimum
cleaning of ceilings, walls, and niches, and large-area road
cleaning with a powerful high-pressure system  flexible and
versatile with many attractive options.

Manufacture and distribution

MULAG Fahrzeugwerk
Heinz Wössner GmbH u. Co. KG
Gewerbestrasse 8
77728 Oppenau
Germany
Tel +49-(0)7804-913-0
Fax +49-(0)7804-913-163
E-Mail info@mulag.com
Web www.mulag.com
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